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Heartwish - These Are The Days

                            tom:
                Db
Intro: Db  Ab  Bbm  Gb

Db               Ab              Gb                  Ab
Look out for you soul mate, but heaven knows where to find
Db                  Ab       Gb                     Ab
Sometimes with a heartache, thinking  that you are blind
Gb                    Ab    Gb                        Ab
Knowing deep in your soul with feeling you can?t control
Gb                      Ebm                Ab
Follow your heart It?s Like a brand? New start
Db               Ab Bbm                Fm
Why can?t you see that you belong to me? Woah wo
Gb            Ebm         Ab
These are the days of your life
Db                    Ab     Bbm
I turn and see it lie out, players
            Fm
Look down about whoa
Gb             Ebm         Ab        Gb   Ab     Db
Please are the days of your life, the days of your life
Db           Ab
Come on, get closer
Gb               Ab
Listen to what I say
Db                   Ab      Gb                  Ab
We?re  all getting older no matter what game we play
Gb                     Ab               Gb
Ab
Sometimes it seems so hard (so hard), so it feels like a
drifts up
                             Gb
Our (a drifts up our) hearts going ahead
  Ebm                 Ab
Enjoy the Time You have
Db              Ab                          Bbm             Fm
Why can?t you see (Why can?t you see) that you belong to me?
woah wo

Gb           Ebm         Ab        Db            Ab
These are the days of your life, a transcend in out (transcend
in out)
Bbm                Fm
There?s a child about whoa
Gb            Ebm           Gb             Ab
These are the days of your these are the things who
Gb             Ab         Db
These are the days of your life
[Solo] Db  Bbm  Gb  Ab

Gb
I Where do we go?
Ab
What do we?
    Gb
Do enjoy all
               Ab     Gb                 Ebm
Ab
The things for you you?ll never know when your last day will
come
Db              Ab                        Bbm             Fm
Why can?t you see (Why can?t you see) that you belong to me?
woah wo
      Gb          Ebm          Ab
Well, these are the days of your life
Db                     Ab
I?m trying to see in life (to see in life)
Bbm                    Fm
There?s without them about Woah wo
Gb            Ebm                Gb            Ab
These are the days of your of (these are the days) woah wo
Gb            Ab         Db
These are the days of your life
Db              Ab         Gb              Ab
It?s like a dream of your life time (I can?t find your life)
Db            Ab            Gb    Ab                      Db
It?s like a view to the skyline fall all the way  to the star

Acordes


